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BSLIM: Spectral Localization by Imaging With
Explicit B0 Field Inhomogeneity Compensation
Ildar Khalidov*, Dimitri Van De Ville, Mathews Jacob, François Lazeyras, and Michael Unser
Abstract—Magnetic resonance spectroscopy imaging (MRSI) is
an attractive tool for medical imaging. However, its practical use
is often limited by the intrinsic low spatial resolution and long ac-
quisition time. Spectral localization by imaging (SLIM) has been
proposed as a non-Fourier reconstruction algorithm that incor-
porates spatial a priori information about spectroscopically uni-
form compartments. Unfortunately, the influence of the magnetic
field inhomogeneity—in particular, the susceptibility effects at tis-
sues’ boundaries—undermines the validity of the compartmental
model. Therefore, we propose BSLIM as an extension of SLIM with
field inhomogeneity compensation. A 0-field inhomogeneity map,
which can be acquired rapidly and at high resolution, is used by the
new algorithm as additional a priori information. We show that the
proposed method is distinct from the generalized SLIM (GSLIM)
framework. Experimental results of a two-compartment phantom
demonstrate the feasibility of the method and the importance of
inhomogeneity compensation.
Index Terms—Chemical shift imaging, constrained recon-
struction, magnetic field inhomogeneity, magnetic resonance
spectroscopy imaging (MRSI).
I. INTRODUCTION
MAGNETIC resonance spectroscopy (MRS) has becomean important tool in medical imaging; in particular, in
human and animal neuroimaging [1], [2]. The measured mag-
netic resonance (MR) spectrum provides valuable information
about metabolite concentrations; these can be estimated by fit-
ting algorithms such as LCModel [3]. The volume of interest
(VOI) is selected by dedicated radio-frequency (RF) pulse se-
quences, such as PRESS [4], [5] and STEAM [6] for MRS.
However, the use of volume selection sequences has its short-
comings; most notably, restrictions on the shape of the VOI [7]
and contamination of the spectrum by surrounding tissue [8].
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Other solutions to localize the spectrum include the use of sur-
face coils [9].
The combination of the spectroscopic information of MRS
with the spatial resolution and localization of MR imaging
(MRI) has a high potential for clinical applications. Mag-
netic resonance spectroscopic imaging (MRSI) consists in
measuring the chemical shift at several space positions
[10]–[12]. Each space position is selected by phase-encoding,
followed by a long acquisition time to collect spectroscopic
data. Clearly, maintaining a reasonable experiment duration
makes the achievable resolution for MRSI much lower than
for MRI; typically, 16 16 to 32 32 at 1.5 T. This low spa-
tial resolution, combined with large metabolite concentration
differences between adjacent tissues, exacerbates the artifacts
of Fourier series reconstruction. In particular, the violation
of the band-limited assumption introduces a so-called “voxel
bleeding,” which causes strong spectral contamination between
neighboring voxels. Mathematically, the effect is characterized
by a convolution with the spatial response function (SRF).
Another important problem is the influence of the main field
inhomogeneity and the magnetic susceptibility effects
near tissue boundaries; these result in a broadening and shifting
effect on the spectral peaks. Carefully applied shimming tech-
niques [13], [14] can substantially reduce the effect of the
scanner’s field inhomogeneity. However, the apparent local
magnetic field is still altered by the susceptibility effects,
which can significantly shift the spectrum on the ppm-scale.
Difficulties with low spatial resolution and field inhomogeneity
have limited the utility of MRSI for in vivo studies.
Many methods have been proposed to improve the perfor-
mance of MRSI, either by increasing the reconstruction quality
or by speeding up the acquisition time. These methods include:
imposing a limited spatial support on the reconstruction to limit
the effect of the SRF [15], [16]; optimizing space trajectories
[17]–[19]; adjusting the SRF using higher-order gradients [20];
sampling partial space data [21]; and, applying sensitivity en-
coding (SENSE) [22].
Here, we focus on the “spectral localization by imaging”
(SLIM) method [23], which is a non-Fourier reconstruction
algorithm that aims at improving the effective resolution
using a priori spatial information. The main idea fits within the
paradigm of “parametric imaging” [24] and “constrained recon-
struction” [25], [26]. The basic assumption is that the specimen
is partitioned into compartments with spatially homogeneous
spectra. The knowledge of the compartments is extracted from a
standard high-resolution MR image. While SLIM might appear
highly attractive, its practical use is limited by the homogeneity
assumption within each compartment. Liang and Lauterbur
identified magnetic field distortions as the main source
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of inhomogeneity inside a compartment, and they proposed
generalized SLIM (GSLIM) as an extended framework to deal
with SLIM’s shortcomings [27]. The solution that GSLIM
provides to the field inhomogeneity problem is indirect. The
model allows for spatial variations and these are estimated from
the data; the ill-posedness of the problem is dealt with by using
regularization techniques.
In this paper, we propose BSLIM: an extension to the original
SLIM method that includes a suitable compensation for the
magnetic field inhomogeneity. In addition to the high-resolu-
tion MR image that is required to extract the compartmental
information, the method relies on the measurement (after
shimming) of the field inhomogeneity map (e.g., by using the
AUTOSHIM technique [13]). Such a map includes both the
scanner field inhomogeneity and the object-dependent mag-
netic susceptibility effects. The a priori information is fed into
our extended BSLIM signal model, which then allows to find
the compartments’ spectra as the solution of a least-squares
problem.1 By taking advantage of the block-diagonal structure
of the formulation, we obtain an algorithm that is as fast as the
original SLIM method. An important point is that our model is
distinct from the one used in GSLIM. The proposed reconstruc-
tion algorithm is a direct approach that exploits the additional
information of the field inhomogeneity map, without increasing
of the number of parameters to estimate. The feasibility of the
method is illustrated on synthetic and experimental data.
II. BSLIM APPROACH
A. Theory
Let be the spatial domain variable and the temporal fre-
quency. We describe the magnetic field by its strength perpen-
dicular to the slice that is measured as , where
is the spatially varying component that accounts for
the total inhomogeneity; i.e., the local field variations due to
scanner imperfections and object-dependent susceptibility ef-
fects. The object being imaged is characterized by the so-called
“spectral function” , which represents the spatial dis-
tribution of the spectral information. The free induction decay
signal of this object during a phase-encoding spectroscopic ex-
periment, acquired in the presence of a field with inhomogeneity
map , can then be mathematically expressed as
(1)
(2)
where is the field-of-view (FOV) and where ,
, indicate the space locations. In the
last equation, we introduced the local spectral shift as
1A preliminary version of this work was presented at MedIm 2006 [28].
During the first review cycle of the present manuscript, a paper that describes
a similar approach appeared in press [29]. There, the low-resolution voxels
are considered as compartments and regularization is used to make the inverse
problem well-posed.
, where is the gyromagnetic ratio,
which shows that the measurements are equivalent to those
obtained from an object with modified density
in the presence of an homogeneous magnetic field.
As in the case of SLIM, we assume that the spectral func-
tion can be described by spectroscopically uniform compart-
ments, each of them designated by an indicator function
otherwise
and their spectra , . The standard spectral
function then takes the form
(3)
The measurement model of (1) and (2) suggests how to include
the effect of the field inhomogeneity in the spectral function.
Specifically, we propose the modified function
(4)
which can be used as if the magnetic field were homogeneous;
i.e., BSLIM compensates for the presence the inhomogeneity




where . Introducing the BSLIM
kernels
(7)
we finally obtain a linear system of equations
(8)
where are the unknown free induction decay (FID) func-
tions and where the include all the a priori knowledge.
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Note that we have been able to essentially decouple the effect of
the distortions by expressing the measurement equation in the
time domain [cf. (6)]; this constitutes the main originality of our
approach.
The problem can now be stated as a least-squares (LS) min-
imization: given the measurements , the compartments
, and the inhomogeneity map , find the BSLIM
FIDs that best fit the measurements. This can be ex-
pressed as
(9)
where indicates the acquisition window in the temporal do-
main. For the case , we recover the standard SLIM
method where the kernel is time-independent; i.e.,
. So the BSLIM extension changes the 2-D kernels into
3-D ones. Fortunately, the minimization problem of (9) can still
be solved for each time-point independently; i.e., for a specific
, we can find such that
(10)
B. Comparison With GSLIM
GSLIM proposes a generalized series extension of the clas-
sical SLIM model. The main idea is to express the model as
(11)
where are the generalized spectra to be estimated and
where are basis functions. The choice of the basis
functions proposed in [27] is
(12)
which leads to the GSLIM spectral function
(13)
The spectra , which are part of the basis functions, are
estimated beforehand using standard SLIM. Under the model
of (13), the expected measurements become
TABLE I
OVERVIEW OF THE VARIOUS SAMPLING GRIDS INVOLVED IN THE
COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHM
In order to obtain a linear system of equations, one transforms
the measurements in the temporal Fourier domain
(14)
(15)
where we recognize the GSLIM kernel
(16)
A close comparison between (6) and (15) shows that BSLIM
cannot be cast into the GSLIM framework: the parameters
to be estimated are linked to the space positions and
not to the compartments, while the kernel acts as a multipli-
cation in the spectral domain instead of a multiplication in
the temporal domain. Nevertheless, it should be noted that
an alternative choice of the basis functions would allow to
generalize BSLIM in a similar way
(17)
C. Computational Algorithm
For a practical algorithm, we need to deal with the various
sampling grids involved. We denote the discretized versions of
the continuous-domain functions by the same symbol, but with
the arguments between square brackets. An overview of the var-
ious grids that are used is given in Table I.
The input data to the core algorithm is represented as follows:
• : the indicator functions of the compartments on
a high-resolution grid in the spatial domain;
• : the spectral shift due to the field inhomogeneity
map ;
• : the MRSI measurements on the low-resolution
space grid.
The first important step of the algorithm is to precompute the
kernels . For that purpose, let us first consider the
kernel of (7) in the spatio-spectral domain
(18)
(19)
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Fig. 1. Schematic overview of the computation of the BSLIM kernels
H [k ; t ].
where represents the Dirac distribution. We now propose a
discretized version of that is obtained by spectrally redis-
tributing the indicator function as follows:
closest to
otherwise (20)
The sampling grid is chosen at the spectral resolution that
corresponds to the temporal sampling frequency of the mea-
sured data, but the length of its support is limited to the width
of the range for . Next, the spatial-domain discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) is applied to obtain the low-resolution
space samples . Finally, the temporal-do-
main inverse DFT is applied after zero padding of the spectral
samples, up to length , to obtain the BSLIM kernels
(21)
In Fig. 1, we show a schematic overview of the computation of
the kernels.
The solution of the LS fitting problem
(22)














The computation of boils down to one matrix
inversion per time-point, which is of the same complexity as
the standard SLIM algorithm.
D. Overview of the Proposed Method





i) high-resolution field inhomogeneity map;
ii) high-resolution proton density image;
c) MRSI scan using phase encoding.
2) BSLIM algorithm:
a) segmentation to obtain the compartmental informa-
tion;
b) precomputation of kernels;
c) LS fit.
The BSLIM algorithm was implemented using MATLAB 7 of
The Mathworks Inc.
III. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Synthetic Data
We first demonstrate the feasibility of our method using syn-
thetic data. The dataset is generated for a simulated phantom
whose configuration is shown in Fig. 2(a). The FOV is a square
. The compartments are charac-
terized by two ellipses (see Table II), which are reconstructed
from their analytical Fourier transform [30, App.1] on a stan-
dard Cartesian sampling grid of size 256 256 (i.e.,
).
Each of the three compartments has a single spectral com-
ponent, as shown in Fig. 2(b); the number of samples in the
temporal dimension is fixed at . The inhomogeneity
map is also reconstructed from its analytical Fourier domain
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Fig. 2. (a) Configuration of the simulated phantom. (b) Spectral components of each compartment. (c) Hypothetical inhomogeneity map.
TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF THE SIMULATED PHANTOM
Fig. 3. The kth compartment is modeled analytically in the k space. Its contri-
bution to the synthetic data is computed by reconstruction on a high-resolution
grid and multiplication with the temporal response of the metabolite.
expression, which is taken as a laplacian-of-Gaussian-fil-
tered reference image (the full width at half maximum of the
Gaussian filter is 5 pixel units). This simulates the effect of
changes in magnetic susceptibility between the compartments,
see Fig. 2(c). A smooth “pincushion” component is added to
model the scanner-dependent field imperfections. The dynamic
range of the inhomogeneity map is chosen such that the max-
imal spectral shift corresponds to 1 ppm. The synthetic data
is obtained from the precise high-resolution images and the
map: the corresponding kernels are determined
and multiplied by the oscillating decaying exponential of the
spectral component in each compartment, see Fig. 3. Note that
the compartment images that are used at the synthesis step are
high-resolution reconstructions from the analytical Fourier-do-
main model. This simulates the measurement process for an
ideal object. BSLIM, on the contrary, uses indicator (binary)
compartment images, obtained by segmentation. Also, BSLIM
quantizes the map, which our synthesis method does not
do. Thus, BSLIM reconstruction will not match the original
spectra exactly.
To illustrate the effect of the number of phase-encoding steps,
we simulate two datasets with different resolutions; i.e., a 5
1 and 8 8 Cartesian sampling grid in space. Finally, an
experiment is carried out where we add white Gaussian noise
to the simulated MRSI measurements. Time-
domain windowing is performed on the resulting FIDs for all
methods.
B. Two-Compartment Phantom Data
We acquired a dataset using a physical two-compartment
phantom. The inner compartment (sphere of diameter 8.7 cm)
contained a solution of 50 mmol/L (mM) N-acetyl-aspartate
(NAA) and 50 mM of creatine (Cr) in doped water. A spectral
reference marker (0 ppm) was used, consisting of 3 mM of
3-(trimethylsilyl)-1-propanesulfonic acid (DSS). The outer
compartment (cylinder of height 13.5 cm and of diameter
10.5 cm) was filled with corn oil. The scanner was a Philips
Gyroscan 1.5 T. We selected a 10-mm slice in the middle of the
phantom with mm and applied first-order
shimming to compensate at best the field inhomogeneity. Next,
the remaining field variations were measured using the AU-
TOSHIM two-step procedure [13]. This method is fast (only
two high-resolution MRI acquisitions are needed); with our
scanner, it added 90 s to the total acquisition time. Importantly,
it measures all field distortions, including those caused by vari-
ations of magnetic susceptibility. The TE parameter is chosen
in a way such that the water and the fat peaks are superimposed
(due to carefully tuned aliasing). The phase difference between
the two MR images is used to extract the local field inhomo-
geneity, see Fig. 4(b). Also, a high-resolution proton density
image was acquired to obtain the configuration of the phantom,
as shown in Fig. 4(a). The high-resolution grid was again the
standard Cartesian sampling grid of size 256 256. Finally,
the phase-encoded water-suppressed MRSI dataset on a 16
16 space sampling grid was acquired, using 1024 time-points
for each space location (TR ms, TE ms,
bandwidth kHz). We visualized the dataset using Fourier
reconstruction on a 16 16 Cartesian grid in Fig. 4(c). In this
experiment, no volume selection nor spatial saturation slabs
were applied. To evaluate the results, we also measured the
spectrum inside each compartment using a PRESS pulse se-
quence for a 8 mm volume selection. Since the compartments
are relatively large, the PRESS spectra have a low degree of
contamination.
The compartmental information was extracted from the
proton density image using the standard watershed-based algo-
rithm available in Matlab. We selected the two compartments
corresponding to the outer and inner part of the phantom. The
reconstruction was performed using two methods—BSLIM and
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Fig. 4. Measured data for the two-compartment phantom. (a) Proton density image. (b) Inhomogeneity map. (c) The 16  16 spectra overlaid on the proton
density image; the spatial-domain data was obtained using Fourier reconstruction.
noncompensated SLIM. Additional denoising (time-domain
windowing) was performed on the resulting spectra.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Synthetic Data
The compartmental spectra for the simulated MRSI data was
reconstructed using the following techniques:
1) Fourier reconstruction: the space data is zero-padded
up to 256 256, and a spectrum is picked from the middle
of each compartment;
2) Standard SLIM: which uses a priori knowledge about the
compartments;
3) BSLIM: which further incorporates a field inhomogeneity
compensation mechanism.
In Figs. 5 and 6, we show the true and reconstructed spectra for
5 1 and 8 8 phase-encoding steps, respectively.
We observe the incapacity of both Fourier and SLIM
methods to recover the correct spectra, especially in com-
partment B. With the 5 1 measurements, the reconstructed
spectra exhibit erroneous, “leaking” peaks that are even
stronger than the true one. In the 8 8 case, the spurious
peaks A and C still reach 50% of the height of the peak B. This
kind of behavior is expected for the Fourier method which
does not correct for the leakage at all. The SLIM approach, on
the other hand, does account for the SRF effect, and its failure
is only due to the nonhomogeneity of the field. In compartment
A, the leakage is less pronounced but still important, espe-
cially for the 5 1 case. In compartment C, the contamination
is not as strong as in the two others due to its larger size.
Interestingly, with SLIM, the amplitudes of the resulting peaks
are lower than expected. This is due to the fact that the SLIM
model is not able to adequately fit the data. There is also a
considerable frequency shift and peak broadening in the SLIM
reconstruction induced by the inhomogeneity. The BSLIM
method performs best for the given imaging model: the peaks
are located at their exact places, and their shape matches that
of the original ones.
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Fig. 5. True and reconstructed compartmental spectra from the simulated MRSI data with 5  1 phase-encoding steps. The Fourier reconstruction uses zero-
padding to interpolate the missing data. SLIM and BSLIM both used the correct compartmental information, while BSLIM further compensated for the field
inhomogeneity.
The reconstruction from the simulated noisy measurements
is shown in Fig. 7. In general, additive noise is not an issue
for SLIM-like methods, as they perform implicit averaging over
the compartment. Comparing Figs. 6 and 7, we observe that
the overall shape of the peaks is preserved for all methods. In
Table III, we show the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the re-
constructed spectra in the case of noisy and noiseless measure-
ments. We see that BSLIM loses 2 dB in the presence of addi-
tive noise. For the other two methods, the systematic error is so
strong that it essentially masks the influence of noise.
Reconstruction using BSLIM takes a few seconds only; i.e.,
on an Apple Mac G5 (Dual 1.8 GHz, 1 GB RAM), the precom-
putation of the kernels took 8 s, and the LS fitting 0.5 s.
B. Two-Compartment Phantom Data
In Fig. 8, we show the reconstructed and reference spectra
for the two compartments of the phantom. The ppm scale was
chosen in such a way that the NAA peak is located at 2.02 ppm.
The results of BSLIM for the phantom experiment are shown
in Figs. 8 and 9. We present the obtained spectra for the two
compartments, showing also a magnified version of the spectral
regions of interest. To understand the important improvements
that we get when compared to the standard SLIM method, we
show the spectrum for compartment 2 with the one obtained
without inhomogeneity compensation. In Fig. 9, we observe that
the spurious peak in the standard SLIM case is as high as the
metabolite peak. Our algorithm outputs spectra in which the
lipid peak is completely suppressed. In addition, by comparing
the absolute intensity of the peaks in Fig. 9, we observe the
strong improvement in the sensitivity of the algorithm to the
metabolite signal. This could be explained by the loss of energy
due to propagation of the spectra in the standard SLIM case.
C. Discussion
Our experiments confirm the fact that field inhomogeneity
is an important obstacle to proper spectrum reconstruction.
While the scanner-dependent inhomogeneity may eventually
be avoided by using higher order shimming techniques, the
object-dependent field variations are inevitable.
The SLIM method does not compensate for the field
inhomogeneity, which causes broadening, shifting and leakage
of the peaks. For metabolites having strong signal, the leakage
is particularly noticeable. On the other hand, as seen in the
two-compartment phantom case, the weaker signals generated
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Fig. 6. True and reconstructed compartmental spectra from the simulated MRSI data with 8  8 phase-encoding steps. The Fourier reconstruction uses zero-
padding to interpolate the missing data. SLIM and BSLIM both used the correct compartmental information, while BSLIM also took advantage of the known
inhomogeneity map.
Fig. 7. Experiment results for simulated noisy MRSI data with 8 8 phase-encoding steps: reconstructed spectrum for compartment B. (a) Fourier reconstruction.
(b) SLIM. (c) BSLIM.
by metabolites like NAA and Cr get diffused; in the SLIM-re-
solved spectra, the corresponding peaks become almost undis-
tinguishable from noise. The performance of SLIM improves if
one increases the spatial resolution of MRSI data. However, the
need for longer acquisition times makes this approach inappli-
cable in practice.
The spectra obtained with BSLIM do not exhibit the men-
tioned artifacts. The results on synthetic data show that BSLIM
can potentially work at low resolutions. The improvements do
not come at the price of computational complexity; the latter
remains the same as for SLIM. Importantly, the field mea-
surement can be performed when the object is in the scanner,
which allows BSLIM compensation for object-dependent field
inhomogeneity.
The NL-CSI method of Yablonskiy et al. [29] is based on the
same equation (6). However, the authors suggest a different ex-
perimental problem setting (1-D CSI voxel sequence, a signif-
icant number of compartments each corresponding to a voxel),
which leads to a different approach that involves regularization.
In our case, we take the full advantage of the high-resolution
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Fig. 8. Reconstructed compartmental spectra for the phantom.
Fig. 9. Magnifications of the reconstructed and reference spectra (obtained using PRESS) for the phantom.
anatomical image and keep the number of compartments low,
which results in a computationally efficient algorithm.
The uniform-compartment model is clearly an idealization,
and it remains the most important limitation of the constrained
imaging techniques such as (B)SLIM. In this respect, three im-
portant questions arise: 1) what is the performance of BSLIM
when the compartments are not strictly homogeneous; 2) what is
the performance of BSLIM if the compartments were not deter-
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TABLE III
SNR OF THE RECONSTRUCTED SPECTRA FOR COMPARTMENT B (dB)
mined exactly; 3) whether or not it is possible to extend BSLIM
to allow for spectral variations in the compartments.
The measurement model in BSLIM is an improved version
of the SLIM one. After using BSLIM to compensate for
field variations, we are still left with the compartmental inho-
mogeneity which is of anatomical nature. In this case, previous
analyses done for SLIM are still valid [31], [32]. The important
conclusion of these works is that SLIM is able to recover the
average compartmental spectra for moderate intracompartment
variations of 20% already when the number of phase-encoded
signals is slightly more than the number of compartments. Since
BSLIM only has to deal with residual inhomogeneities, its be-
haviour is expected to improve compared to what has been pre-
dicted in this area before.
The use of high-resolution compartment images makes the
algorithm dependent on the segmentation procedure and on
the precision with which the boundaries of the compartments
are determined. Suppose that, after segmentation, the image
for compartment A contains some parts that actually belong to
compartment B. Once again, if the number of measurements
is sufficient, Hu et al. have shown that the algorithm will
recover the average spectrum quite adequately. In this case, the
presence of the “wrong” signal B in the resolved spectrum will
be approximately proportional to the area of compartment B
that has been assigned to compartment A.
A possible extension of the BSLIM method for nonspectro-
scopically uniform compartments is suggested by GSLIM and
(17); for instance, it may be possible to add degrees-of-freedom
under the form of Fourier components at the space sampling
locations in order to adapt the shape of the indicator functions
to the data. This generalization of BSLIM might also improve
its robustness against segmentation imprecisions.
Another option may be to use an extended set of spatial basis
functions ; e.g., those varying linearly in space on the sup-
port of the compartment. Indeed, the problem model (9) allows
possible integration of additional a priori knowledge derived
from T1, T2, or PD-weighted images. The important point in
our method is that it is a parametric, model-based approach. It
is only as good as the underlying model is, and it will only work
appropriately as long as there are more measurements than free
parameters.
The BSLIM algorithm requires two additional MRI acquisi-
tions compared to SLIM. With the scanner used for the exper-
iments, the time that it takes to obtain the inhomogeneity
map (90 s) would be sufficient to acquire 60 additional phase-en-
coded measurements, extending the grid from 16 16 to only
18 18. Therefore, we can state that the overhead of BSLIM is
negligible compared to the MRSI acquisition times.
With the advantages mentioned, BSLIM has potential for ap-
plications that have successfully deployed SLIM or GSLIM be-
fore; e.g., in cardiac imaging [33], brain imaging [34]–[36], and
drug monitoring [37]. The promising results on the 5 1 mea-
surement grid suggest the possible use of BSLIM in fast, spa-
tially localized metabolite tracking applications.
V. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a new algorithm (BSLIM) that solves the
inverse problem in MRSI. Based on the ideas of SLIM, our
method uses the MRI image of the object under investigation. At
the same time, it also takes into account the a priori information
on the field inhomogeneity. The results show significant im-
provement over the noncompensated SLIM technique in terms
of spurious peak suppression, visual quality, and detectability of
the metabolites. In terms of computational speed, the algorithm
that we propose is quite comparable with the MRSI-version of
SLIM.
The compensation capabilities and increased sensitivity of
BSLIM might open a possibility of use of MRSI in challenging
applications such as in vivo investigations.
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